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EQUITY, 
RETENTION & 
ADVANCEMENT 

At Greensfelder, we appreciate the differences each 
person brings to the firm and value the diversity of ideas 
and perspectives. A diverse environment maximizes the 
potential of each employee and makes the firm better 
able to meet the needs of our clients and reflect the 
communities we serve.



The year 2020 saw the emergence of the glob-
al COVID-19 pandemic that resulted in the 

illness and deaths of hundreds of thousands of 
people, the ensuing economic fallout of the pan-
demic, demonstrations across the United States 
during the summer that continued to highlight 
the disproportionate number of deaths of African 
Americans at the hands of the police, and a sig-
nificant amount of political uncertainty during the 
presidential election cycle.

Yet in the midst of all this, Greensfelder continued its com-
mitment to diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) in 2020 
and maintained efforts toward making a workplace that 
is equitable and inclusive for all. The inability to gather 
in person after the first quarter of the year required us to 
improvise and get comfortable with virtual meetings and, 
on rare occasions, socially distanced or outdoor events 
with restricted attendance. We continued providing DEI 
CLE training to the firm’s employees, clients and potential 
partners, received recognition for our efforts from local law 
students, provided much-needed sponsorships for virtual 
programming that advances DEI in our communities, and 
much more.

While no one knows for certain how the remainder of the 
pandemic will play out, it is important to continue our com-
mitment to DEI even and especially when times are uncer-
tain. Greensfelder plans to do just that.

2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

SLU BLSA Ronda F. Williams Service Award
• The St. Louis University School of Law’s Black Law

Students Association selected Diver-
sity and Inclusion Manager Carmen
White as the 2020 recipient of the
Ronda F. Williams Service Award.
The award, given annually, recog-
nizes those who have assisted the
organization in the advancement of
its goals. White’s recognition is par-

ticularly noteworthy because although the award is 
typically given to practicing attorneys, BLSA made an 
exception in order to honor her outstanding level of 
commitment as a professional staff member.

Dismantling Assimilation in the Legal Profession

WEPOWER
Greensfelder was proud to host a reception on January 23, 
2020, in the St. Louis office for WEPOWER, a non-profit 
that works to build wealth and increase economic growth 
in Black and Latino communities in St. Louis. 

The reception celebrated the first participants in its Ele-
vate/Elevar Accelerator, which engages Black and Latinx 
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• Chief Diversity Officer Chris Pickett continued to vir-
tually provide his CLE training titled “Dismantling 
Assimilation in the Legal Profession.” This one-hour 
presentation examines the attrition of people of color, 
women, people who identify as LGBTQ+ and people 
who live with a disability in the le-
gal profession through the lens of
assimilation. It takes a close look at
how expectations of conformity and
assimilation are often subtle and
even unconscious in legal work-
places, but they heavily contribute
to isolation and lack of opportunity Chris Pickett 

that results in the departure of those
groups. Legal employers need everyone’s talent and 
brilliance to remain competitive and provide the best 
legal services, so the presentation ends by offering 
suggestions on how companies can check those ex-
pectations and create workplaces that are welcoming 
for all.

• The training, which is approved in Missouri and Illi-
nois, was provided for a number of clients and legal 
groups including the St. Louis County Bar 
Association, Federal Bar Association, Association of 
Corporate Counsel, the Missouri Chapter of the 
National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, and 
several others. Pickett also provided the training to 
all Greensfelder employees, including attorneys and 
professional staff.



founders of early-stage companies and those that need 
support scaling businesses and finding investors.

Tim Thornton Diversity Scholarship at WashU

Greensfelder created a new scholarship fund with Wash-
ington University School of Law to support diverse law stu-
dents, in recognition of the first anniversary of the passing 
of former firm President and CEO Tim Thornton. Each year, 
a law student at Washington University in St. Louis who 
has demonstrated a commitment to diversity will be se-
lected as the recipient. After awarding the initial $10,000 
scholarship in the fall of 2020, Greensfelder will fund an 
endowment to allow for the continuation of the scholar-
ship annually in alignment with the firm’s commitment to 
advancing diversity in the legal profession and creating 
opportunities for individuals in our communities.

SLIP
We safely continued our participation and commitment to 
the St. Louis Internship Program (SLIP) and were proud to 
host rising high school senior Season Walker. SLIP, which 
recently came under the umbrella of the Boys and Girls 
Clubs of Greater St. Louis, provides hope and opportuni-
ty for high school students in financial need through paid 
summer internships, intensive work readiness training, 
and year-round college and career planning, in partnership 
with businesses and community organizations. Greens-
felder has been a participant in this effort for over 20 years; 

in 2020, we slightly revamped the program to include an 
end-of-summer research project, meetings with various 
departments and professionals, and set up processes to 
keep track of our SLIP interns in the future.

LCLD Fellow and Pathfinder
We were pleased to select Greensfelder Officer Karen 
Johnson as the 2020 LCLD Fellow and Associate Katie 
Fechte as the 2020 LCLD Pathfinder. 

Women’s Connect

The Women’s Connect initiative is part of the firm’s overall 
diversity and inclusion efforts and supports the advance-
ment of women lawyers and creates 
space and opportunity for fellowship. 
Despite the restrictions of the COVID-19 
pandemic, the group continued its tradi-
tion of providing opportunities for women 
lawyers at the firm to spend time togeth-
er and have fun, with activities such as 
socially distanced yoga in the park led 
by Greensfelder attorney Sanja Ord and 
happy hours and check-ins on Zoom.

Sponsored Events
The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the cancellation of 
most yearly events the firm typically sponsors. However, 
we were able to contribute toward the following efforts:

• Missouri Pre-Law Diversity Conference

• ArchCity Defenders

• Human Rights Campaign Annual Gala

• Washington University Women’s Law Caucus

• SLU Black Law Students Association Kujichagula
Scholarship Fund
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